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DIV Daily inspirational poems will inspire readers to continue to draw closer to the Lord and
seek His comfort. /div
Elizabeth Abbott Green has written a compelling narrative of the life of a family, lived well but
not without struggle...a life that spans the last half of the 20th Century and into the Millenium, a
life of equal parts of joy, heartache...and faith. Even though the rigors of a military life impose
unique requirements on the family...the added pressures of a foreign war, extended absence
from the family unit by the military member, unexpected and frequent family moves and
changes of schools...our family seemed to adapt well, and, for a time, to thrive. The catalyst for
the book, "Seeds of Destruction," was a major incident that almost took the life of our second
son Greg. The book should be interesting to many audiences: young military families trying to
cope with the almost constant overseas demands placed on them in today’s military; people of
all ages who love travel and are willing and able to accept the challenge; and Christians
everywhere who are interested in Bible prophecy. Seeds of Destruction is the work of a
lifetime, not only of the entire family who lived it, but especially a work of total commitment for
over 30 years by the author, and the focused study of Christianity and the signs of our times.
Elizabeth Abbott Green’s analysis of the true path to God’s will for us is exemplary, and I
believe it should be read by all who feel that much of today’s world is taking us in the opposite
direction.
Dont Throw Away Gods Seeds: They are Gifts From God is about three young women. Lydia,
Tisha, and Brianne have experienced different trials and circumstances when they found
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themselves unmarried and pregnant. Many pressures force them to make different decisions.
Will the inspirational messages they hear keep them from making the decision of having an
abortion?
Star seeds from Sirius incarnated on Terra have to fulfil their destiny. The book presents
originally and synthetically the following topics: - The star-seed concept. - The journey of
Sirians’ souls from Sirius star system to Earth. - Problems encountered by Sirian star-seed
beings during incarnations on planet Earth. - Compulsory activities of Sirian star-seed beings
during incarnations on planet Earth. - The interventions of The Council Of Spiritual Guides on
Sirian star-seed’s destiny. The book is written in a pragmatic manner giving precise indications
to the readers. I recommend this book to all Sirian star seeds that are in the quest of their
spiritual essence.
This book gives a vivid and engaging account of anthropological exploration on a remote
Greek island in the 1960s and is based on letters, progress reports, field notes and diary
entries made at the time. These allow the reader to experience the bewildering early weeks of
fieldwork in the Spring of 1966, the writer's first impressions, mistakes and understandings,
and her attempts to make sense of what was going on during the sixteen months she spent on
the island. The reader can also share in the emerging understanding resulting from long-term
association and familiarity, gaining a sense of how months of work can be summed up in a
short phrase or single sentence in later writings. Since the 1960s the author has returned to
the island many times, and her later impressions and understandings are integrated in this
book adding richness and depth to the material. This enables the reader, together with the
author, to look back on those months from a viewpoint in the 90s.The islanders who regarded
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themselves as far from God in the sixties are now struggling to make a living from tourism,
marketing their island as one of the unspoilt places in Greece. This is not only a dynamic and
important reflexive account for the anthropologist, but an engaging and thoroughly enjoyable
read for anyone interested in Greece or travel writing. Readers with an interest in modern
history, sociology or Greek studies will also appreciate the depth and quality of Kenna's
research as well as her accessible writing style.
This study of Gassendi's philosophy and science puts forth the view that his atomism follows
from his empiricism: as an outgrowth of our best theory of knowledge and sound scientific
method, we get evidence that warrents the micorphysical theory.
Ever wonder about the meaning of life? Why we're here? What the Universe is all about? The
force that expressed itself through Jesus, Buddha, Krishna, Mohammed, Edgar Cayce and
other great avatars who served as channels for what is commonly referred to as God
communicates again today as the world begins to enter a period of Spiritual Ascension with a
new consciousness and awareness. This force, which refers to itself as Cosmic Awareness,
has dictated this book as a set of 144 carefully structured lessons that took over 10 years to
create. They are designed to lead you, step by step, from where you are to where you want to
be. This amazing information begins with Cosmic Awareness explaining what It is, how the
Universe was created, and leads you through birth, childhood, adulthood, magic, sex, death
and far beyond into other dimensions - explaining all of the mysterious "Secrets of the
Universe" that everyone is looking for the absolute answer of "Who, In Fact, You Really Are."
A spiritual teacher’s romp through life’s most profound mysteries—the hole at the center of our
lives, and the wholeness of our connection with God. In Looking for God, spiritual teacher and
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psychotherapist Chuck Hillig offers a simple yet profound message delivered in lighthearted
prose. Guiding readers to explore “the empty wholeness of who you really are,” Hillig uses the
central metaphor of a hole—represented in this eBook edition by a large black dot at the center
of each page. By pointing to the hole, Hillig asks us to confront the emptiness we may fear in
ourselves, while also recognizing the (w)holeness of our unity with God. This unique and
uplifting book is a gift of inspiration to all readers who search for happiness and love.
Seeds for the SoulSunday Homilies for Cycle BColumba Books
As titled, "Soul Seeds" explores elemental functions of thought, reasoning and reality. It
analyzes life and how each of the seeds sustains or defeats the soul and the need for personal
discipline and appreciation. The imagery gathers in one basket the different emotions that paint
a closest matter of attention to the mind state and collectedness. It is a reflection of situations.
Scattered thoughts are thrown into an imagery of life through a natural psycho-philosophical
analysis. The book seeks to promote nature, culture, love, kindness, forgiveness and spiritual
freedom. The tone of each word is natural and expressive, to give a creative setting of
inference and engage the mind that matters or bothers to. The book testifies that written art is
created from any life circumstance.
Star seeds from Sirius incarnated on Terra have to fulfil their missions on this planet. The book
presents originally and synthetically the following topics: - Passive cooperation with Sirians or
different ETs. - Active cooperation with Sirians or different ETs - Advanced cooperation with
Sirians or different ETs - Open cooperation with Sirians or different ETs The book is written in
a pragmatic manner giving precise indications to the readers. I recommend this book to all
Sirian star seeds that are in the quest of their spiritual essence.
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Note: This is the eBook version, and does not contain the DVD nor the DVD contents that the
print version contains. If you preach, you are looking for ways to create worship experiences
that keep people on the edge of their seats, straining to hear every word. Sermon Seeds helps
pastors who want to approach the job of preaching more creatively by suggesting out-of-thebox surprises that bring about deeper understanding of God’s message. Creative, multifaceted
sermons can happen without extensive technology, money, or staff. Sermon Seeds stirs
creative juices by providing ideas that can easily be adapted for use in a variety of settings.
Contains forty creative sermon starters, each complete with the Scripture passage, message
theme and elements, background information, creative avenue, and suggested ending.
Themes include: Passing the Mantle, The Bread-Maker God—Holy Communion, and Grace:
Breaking Through the Barriers.
From the Bronze Age through the Middle Ages, a network of trade and migration routes
brought people from across Eurasia into contact. Their commerce included political, social, and
artistic ideas, as well as material goods such as metals and textiles. Reconfiguring the Silk
Road offers new research on the earliest trade and cultural interactions along these routes,
mapping the spread and influence of Silk Road economies and social structures over time.
This volume features contributions by renowned scholars uncovering new discoveries related
to populations that lived in the Tarim Basin, the advanced state of textile manufacturing in the
region, and the diffusion of domesticated grains across Inner Asia. Other chapters include an
analysis of the dispersal of languages across the Eurasian Steppe and a detailed examination
of the domestication of the horse in the region. Contextualized with a foreword by Colin
Renfrew and introduction by Victor Mair, Reconfiguring the Silk Road provides a new
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assessment of the intercultural evolution along the steppes and beyond. Contributors: David
W. Anthony, Elizabeth Wayland Barber, Dorcas R. Brown, Peter Brown, Michael D. Frachetti,
Jane Hickman, Philip L. Kohl, Victor H. Mair, J. P. Mallory, Joseph G. Manning, Colin Renfrew.
A Collection of Axioms, Passages & Proverbs From • Che Guevara • Bob Marley • Mao Tse
Tung • George Jackson • Noam Chomsky • Patrice Lumumba • Leonard Peltier • Richard
Pryor • Bruce Lee • H. Rap Brown • Will Rogers • Kwame Ture • Plato • Chief Seattle •
Maurice Bishop • Anne Wilson Schaef • Martin Luther King, Jr. • Mahatma Gandhi • Helen
Keller • Stevie Wonder • Buddha • Fidel Castro • Ptah-Hotep • Denzel Washington • Socrates
• Karl Marx • Arundhati Roy • Paul Robeson • Zhuge Liang • Malcolm X • Confucius • Sekou
Toure’ • Marvin Gaye • Mother Jones • Hugo Chavez • Kwame Nkrumah • Ho Chi Minh •
Amilcar Cabral • Eugene V. Debs • Jose’ Martí • James Loewen • Marcus Garvey • Augusto
Sandino • Aesop’s Fables • Harriet Tubman • Chief Joseph • Frantz Fanon • Mark Twain •
Simon Bolivar • Thomas Sankara • Lao Tzu • Miriam Makeba • Howard Zinn • Adam Clayton
Powell, Jr. • Subcomandante Marcos • Mumia Abu-Jamal • Kim Il Sung • Sitting Bull • W.E.B.
Du Bois • Red Cloud • Paramahansa Yogananda • David Walker • Assata Shakur • Albert
Camus • Steve Biko • KRS-One • George Santayana • Carter G. Woodson • Black Hawk •
Muhammad Ali • John Lennon • Chuck D • John H. Clarke • I Ching • Jean-Jacques
Rousseau • Johann Wolfgang von Goethe • Victor Hugo • Salvador Allende • Dick Gregory •
Emiliano Zapata • Oprah Winfrey • Upton Sinclair • Bill Cosby • Cesar Chavez • John Brown
• Various International Proverbs • Jack London • Henry David Thoreau • Frederick Douglass •
Emma Goldman • Michael Jordan • George Orwell • Rage Against The Machine • Albert
Einstein • Kareem Abdul-Jabar • Voltaire • Thomas Carlyle • Lauryn Hill • Sojourner Truth •
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Depak Chopra • The Bible • Prophet Muhammad • Rumi • V.I. Lenin • Meister Eckhart • Fred
Hampton • Michael Moore • The Tao • George Carlin • Ralph Nader • Rosa Parks • Margaret
Storm Jameson • Louis Farrakhan • Nina Simone • Yuri Kochiyama • Woody Guthrie •
Bertrand Russell • Rosa Luxemburg • Willie Nelson • Joan Baez • Bhagavad-Gita • Gen.
Smedley Butler • Fyodor Dostoyevsky • Duke Ellington • Ralph Waldo Emerson • Jawanza
Kunjufu • Erich Fromm • Jimi Hendrix • Big Elk • Fannie Lou Hamer • Immanuel Kant • Ziggy
Marley • Poor Richard’s Almanac • Public Enemy • Bill Russell • Kenneth Stampp • Spock •
Peter Tosh • Nat Turner • Desmond Tutu • Sun Tzu • Booker T. Washington • Saul Alinsky •
The Zulu Declaration • Brother • A Collection of Axioms, Passages & Proverbs On • God •
Faith • Endurance • Agitate ...Organize • Unity • Commun-all-ism • Comrades • Enemies •
No (Know) Sellouts • United Snakes of America • The Rich & Greedy • Warmongers • The
Slick, Selfish & Wicked • The Humble, Righteous & Just • Resistance • Independence •
Criticism/Self-Criticism • Time • Tell-Lie-Vision • Poverty/Class Struggle • Poli-tricks • The (In)
Just-Us System • Women • Children • Family • Pride • Death • Culture • History • Slavery •
The African Holocaust • The Question of Race • Religion • Money • Work • Education •
Knowledge & Wisdom • Political Power • Socialism • Revolution • Free the Land • Afreeka •
God •

"Seeds From My Garden is an attempt to share God speaking to one amateur gardener
as He shows His love, faith, patience and joy to her life. It is not the purpose of these
devotions to present great theological theories to question but to assure you that God is
closer than you think.... Seed From My Garden takes you on a walk through backyards,
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along rivers and streams and down wooded lanes to observe the residents, both flora
and fauna, of God's beautiful creation." -- Back cover.
The Two Seeds is an exposition of Genesis 3. “And Hashem Elohim said to the
Woman [Eve], ‘What is this you have done?’ And the Woman said, ‘The Serpent [the
Nachash] beguiled [cheated, outwitted, and deceived] me, and I ate.’ And Hashem
Elohim said to the Serpent, ‘Because you have done this, you are cursed above all
[domestic] animals and above every [wild] living thing of the field; upon your belly you
shall go, and you shall eat dust [and what it contains] all the days of your life. And I will
put enmity between you and the Woman, and between your seed and her Seed; He will
bruise and tread your head underfoot, and you will lie in wait and bruise His heel’”
(Gen. 3:13ff). After the Fall of Man (Adam), the war in heaven led by the archangel
Michael against the dragon, thence, the ancient serpent Satan, would continue on the
earth. “And the huge Dragon was cast down and out—that ancient serpent, who is
called the Devil and Satan, he who is the seducer [deceiver] of all Humanity the World
over; he was forced out and down to the Earth, and his angels were flung out along with
him” (Rev. 12:1ff, 19:1ff; Isa. 14:1ff; Ezek. 28:1ff; Luke 10:1ff; John 16:7ff; among
others). The war between the two seeds would be a war of the spirit beings fought
through human beings and other living things to the detriment of those who make the
wrong choices during the battles to save the world of man! How did it begin, and how
will it end? Prophet Daniel (12:8) wanted to know more and wrote, “And I heard, but I
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did not understand. Then I said: O my Lord, what shall be the issue and final end of
these things?” This is the one question every believer is dying to know, literally.
A young woman tells a focus group that Diet Coke is like herboyfriend. A twentysomething tattoos the logo of Turner ClassicMovies onto his skin. These consumers
aren’t just using thesebrands. They are engaging in a rich, complex, everchangingrelationship, and they’ll stay loyal, resisting marketinggimmicks from
competitors and influencing others to try the brandthey love. How can marketers
cultivate and grow the deep relationships thatearn this kind of love and drive lasting
success for theirbrands? In Romancing the Brand, branding expert Tim Halloranreveals
what it takes to make consumers fall in love with yourbrand. Step by step,he reveals
how to start, grow, maintain,and troubleshoot a flourishing relationship between brand
andconsumer. Along the way, Halloran shares the secrets behindestablishing a
mutually beneficial “romance.” Drawingon exclusive, in-depth interviews with
managers of some of theworld’s most iconic brands, Romancing the Brand armsyou
with an arsenal of classic and emerging marketingtools—such as benefit laddering and
word-of-mouthmarketing—that make best-in-class brands so successful. Thebook is
filled with examples, strategies, and tools from powerfulbrands that consumers love,
including Coke, Dos Equis, smartwater,the Atlanta Falcons, Domino’s Pizza, Bounty,
Turner ClassicMovies, and many more. Ultimately, Romancing the Brand provides
marketers with aset of principles for making brands strong, resilient, andbeloved—and
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the insight and confidence to use them.
Spiritual Seeds: How to Cultivate Spiritual Wealth within Your Future Children is about
“gaining the resources to impart spiritual and social wealth to our children.” The
authors clarify the division of labor (God’s, parents’ and children’s roles) raising
children and letting them leave the nest. The primary reader base is Millennials, who
are open to being spiritually mentored in building a God-honoring household. Broadly
speaking, the content is relevant to parents and grandparents of any age, but is meant
to be pre-emptive to the child raising initiative. The purpose of this book is to give (pre-)
parents a tangible model and workable vision for growing their family with God’s caring
provision. More personally, it’s a legacy tool from the authors to our sons and wives to
invite them to consider how they will build their home and reach higher with God’s
enablement.
Every religion represents a worldview, an account of human beings and their place in
the world, of birth and death, of pain and suffering, of wealth and poverty, of injustice
and war. At the dawn of the Christian era, the first Christian intellectuals wrestled with
these questions, and in Birth of a Worldview, Robert Doran tells the story of how they
worked to make their world comprehensible.
Hopes to break open the Word of God in a different way, enabling preachers and
priests to bring the gospel into conversation with the lives of ordinary people through
the use of stories. It is the intention of this book to feed the souls of many who never
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get to the table of the Lord on Sundays.
The Best-Kept Secrets In This Book Will Be A Constant Reminder That The Wisdom of
God Is Flowing Through You...Daily! Learn to respect the Law of Sowing and Reaping /
Your Hundred-Fold Return / Naming Your Seed / Giving Your Seed Time To Grow /
Becoming Someone's Harvest / Start Believing That God Wants You To Prosper!
In this wide-ranging and thought-provoking study, Maryanne Cline Horowitz explores
the image and idea of the human mind as a garden: under the proper educational
cultivation, the mind may nourish seeds of virtue and knowledge into the full flowering
of human wisdom. This copiously illustrated investigation begins by examining the
intellectual world of the Stoics, who originated the phrases "seeds of virtue" and "seeds
of knowledge." Tracing the interrelated history of the Stoic cluster of epistemological
images for natural law within humanity--reason, common notions, sparks, and
seeds--Horowitz presents the distinctive versions within the competing movements of
Hellenistic Judaism and early Christianity, Augustinian and Thomist theologies,
Christian mysticism and Kabbalah, and Erasmian Catholicism and the Lutheran
Reformation. She demonstrates how the Ciceronian and Senecan analogies between
horticulture and culture--basic to Italian Renaissance humanists, artists, and neoPlatonists--influence the emergence of emblems and essays among participants in the
Northern Renaissance neo-Stoic movement. The Stoic metaphor is still visible today in
ecumenical movements that use vegetative language to encourage the growth of
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shared values and to promote civic virtues: organizations disseminate information on
nipping bad habits in the bud and on turning a new leaf. The author's evidence of
illustrated pages from medieval, Renaissance, and Enlightenment texts will stimulate
contemporary readers to evaluate her discovery of "the premodern scientific paradigm
that the mind develops like a plant."
Success is neither an inheritance, nor an accident. It is God's plan. Total Success
Ministries Letter To Pastors Dear Pastors and Leaders, Please allow me to introduce
Total Success Ministries; dedicated to helping people understand that God is our
provider. God has laid it upon my heart to help people know His will through their
finances. Even though we need to work, is not our source of supply. God is our source
of supply. It is a difficult balance - working to obtain things but looking to God as the
provider of all things -- and we all need to be reminded of the need for this balance time
and again. We all tend to loose sight of this fact and think of our job as our provider and
our focus gets clouded. And then more and more of our time is spent on material
pursuits with little time left for the "spiritual" aspects of life. This results in more stress
and far less of the peace that we all can have when our focus is on God and not on our
own abilities. No doubt, there are many in your congregation who are struggling with
this lack of balance right now and would benefit from learning of success from God's
perspective. A Total Success seminar will help people live from God's point of view and
grow in their faith in God. Please visit our web site at www.total-success.org where we
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have posted all the information you need to judge us. As you can see, the focus of the
seminar is so much on the spiritual aspects and not on how to manage your money.
Please examine these materials and prayerfully consider how those you minister to
may benefit from learning more through a Total Success Seminar held in your church.
In HIS service, Indira Patro Total Success Ministries
Soul Seeds is an inspirational book of philosophical insights, accompanied by a series
of imaginative drawings, with a foreword by the late Laura Huxley, wife of Aldous
Huxley.
Offers a collection of meditations designed to promote deep relaxation, healing, pain
relief, and the ability to cope with illness and change
The book, Planting Spiritual Seeds and Uprooting Spiritual Trees: A to Z Prayer Points,
is an inspirational spiritual book of prayer. This is a book that compares physical seeds
with spiritual seeds, with the aim to enlighten the eyes of understanding of readers that
nothing happens by chance. What you sow, you reap—both in the physical and in the
spiritual. If you sow good seeds, you reap good harvest. Conversely, if you sow bad
seeds, you reap bad harvest. Therefore, consciousness of the nature of seeds one
sows and receives is very important because life and death are in the power of the
tongue. Furthermore, the book teaches us to uproot what we do not want and establish
what we want in our lives through prayers.
Sticks and stones can break your bones and words can also harm you. Mae believes
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that words (whether good or bad), are actions ready to happen. In speaking the written
word, we bring it to life with unlimited potential. If you understand that life and death are
in the Power of the tongue, then by all means this book will give you insight on how you
can check yourself before uttering the wrong words to your children, to your spouse or
to your best friends or even to your co-workers. You will quickly learn how to speak,
when to speak, what to speak, and why it is important to use words to our advantage, to
favor ourselves, our children and our future. Mae demonstrates the Power of the
Spoken Word. Her straight forward and courageous style will challenge you to
understand how the spoken word influences whole societies and how you can make a
real difference in your world today merely by what you speak. W. Johan Sturm,
President of Animated Family Films
God Plants Seeds is about realizing we all have a purpose on this earth, ordained by
God before our births. He fills the hour glass of our lives with time and love; what we do
with these gifts determines what we harvest from the fields of our lives, the ubuntu. We
are obligated to love one another, to understand the adage, "I am because we are."
Loving one person creates ripple effects throughout the world; loving the whole world is
our gift of gratitude to God for all He has done for us. Only when we become "Christ
with flesh on" will we accomplish God's plan for our lives. Listening for the tolling of a
steeple bell from an old country church as evening comes, we hear Christ calling to us
to come home. One tiny light, your light, can help heal the world's darkness. With God's
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love and grace, our children will harvest His peace through the seeds of character and
talents that He has planted in all of us. As our Eternal Father, God directs our plans.
Without Him, we are nothing; with Him, we can be our very best as leaders of the world.
In print for more than forty years, New Seeds of Contemplation has served as a guide to the
contemplative life for several generations of spiritual seekers. The word contemplation is itself
somewhat problematical, according to Thomas Merton: "It can become almost a magic word,
or if not magic, then 'inspirational,' which is almost as bad." In this modern Christian classic,
Merton reveals contemplation to be nothing other than "life itself, fully awake, fully active, fully
aware that it is alive." The thirty-nine short "seeds" that make up this book are intended to
awaken and cultivate the contemplative, mystical dimension of the spiritual path for everyone.
New Seeds of Contemplation is a revised and expanded version of Merton's earlier book
Seeds of Contemplation.
This volume seeks to explore the intersection of theology, philosophy and the public sphere not
by referring the social and political to ethics and deontology as is often the case, but rather to
ontology itself, to the very nature of beings. The meaning of history and historicity is most
pertinent to this enquiry and is approached here both from the perspective of social reality and
from the perspective of ontology. Joining together contributions focusing on theory of the public
sphere and metaphysics, chapters explore subjects as diverse as the political implications of
the Incarnation, the paradox between ontology and history, politically left and right
appropriations of Christianity, the fecundity of Maximus the Confessor’s insights for a
contemporary political philosophy, modern Orthodox political theology focusing on Christos
Yannaras and numerous thematic areas that together form the mosaic of the enquiry in
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question.
Presentation True happiness is happiness without a cause. This book is a key that has the
power to take us to happiness, simply because its author has dedicated his entire life to
understanding what it is, communicating it and teaching it in a lively and selfless way. Happy
people will use it as a sounding board to seek to amplify their happiness. Those who are on the
way will find markers, signposts and perhaps even a compass... ‘Happiness is like a ball: you
keep kicking it and running after it, and just as you are about to catch it, you kick it again... and
start running after it all over again. Yes, it is the chase that stimulates you. It is in the quest, in
the pursuit of a goal that you find happiness. When you get something you want, of course,
you are happy for a little while, but that satisfaction is soon followed by a feeling of emptiness,
and you start to want something else. Your satisfaction never lasts. So what is the answer?
The answer is to set out in pursuit of the farthest and most inaccessible goal: perfection,
immensity and eternity. In pursuing this goal, you will find all the things you desire: knowledge,
wealth, power and love. Yes, you will find these things without even asking for them.’ Omraam
Mikhaël Aïvanhov Table of contents 1 - Happiness: A Gift to be Cultivated 2 - Happiness is not
Pleasure 3 - Happiness is Found in Work 4 - A Philosophy of Effort 5 - Light Makes for
Happiness 6 - The Meaning of Life 7 - Peace and Happiness 8 - If You want to be Happy, Be
Alive 9 - Rise Above your Circumstances 10 - Develop a Sensitivity to the Divine 11 - The Land
of Canaan 12 - The Spirit is Above the Laws of Fate 13 - Look for Happiness on a Higher Level
14 - The Quest for Happiness is a Quest for God 15 - No Happiness for Egoists 16 - Give
Without Expecting Anything in Return 17 - Love Without Asking to be Loved in Return 18 - Our
Enemies are Good for Us 19 - The Garden of Souls and Spirits 20 - Fusion on the Higher
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Planes 21 - We are the Artisans of Our Own Future
It is a hodgepodge of poems, doctrinal dissertations, letters to God, and converstions with God,
usually with unorthodox formats, conveying themes that are either discoveries of mine, or what
I learned from my interactions with fellow Christians, people who fancied themselves to be
Christians, and non-Christians; and finally perhaps the most important distinction of all are few
revelations the Lord had been nice enough to share with me. Any inaccuracies are strictly
mine, particularly when I try to express in words what I have gathered from Him which in and of
themselves always would have inherent inadequacies because of the disparity between the
finite and the Infinite.
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